Science Curriculum
Explain the process of
reproduction and
baby development

Classify animals
into groups based
on characteristics
Explain animal
adaptation to
habitats and
evolution

Describe the difference between
a compound and mixture
Label the basics
of the periodic
table

Describe states of
matter change and
causes of change

Explain the
benefits of
a balanced
diet
Describe the features of
the respiratory system

Conduct practicals
showing chemical
reaction
Make basic electrical
circuits

Explain the impact
of erosion and
volcanic activity on
humans

Discuss global warming
and human impact

Describe energy
transfers from
different energy
forms

Explain how to
conduct scientific
practicals safely

Explain how buildings
are designed to keep
them warm

Recognise safety
symbols

Name and use
different
laboratory
equipment

Identify parts
of the skeleton

Discuss the
formation of
different types
of rocks

Explain different
techniques of separating
solids/liquids
Use microscopes
Identify
organelles found
in cells and their
uses

Design a product
to conserve heat
and trap thermal
energy

Discuss electrical
current, voltage
and resistance
Discuss safety when
using electricity

Describe the
features of the
digestive system

Describe the
effect of forces
on objects

Read and analyse
food chains and
Describe what is found in
food webs
space and how this affects
Draw force diagrams
Earth

Describe what
satellites are and why
we use them
Conduct practicals
to show the Earth’s
magnetic field

Compare
transverse and
longitudinal waves

Calculate speed and
analyse distance-time
graphs

Explain how
particals cause
pressure

Explain how sound
is produced

Explain the process of
refraction and reflection

Calculate a moment
Calculate GPE and KE

Discuss the discover of atomic
structure and the formation
of the periodic table

Explain different
techniques of
separating
solids/liquids

Describe states of
matter change and
causes of change

Describe
energy
transfers from
different
energy forms

Discuss
different
forms of
renewable
energy

Discus predatorpray relationships
using graphs

Read and
understand the
pH scale

Use a number of
indicators to
identify acids
and alkali
Describe ways of
showing that a
chemical reaction has
happened

Discus positives and
negatives of
different microbes

Describe the
properties of
metals

Complete practicals mixing metals with
acids and investigating the reactivity series
Explain how metals are
extracted and recycled

Explain the problem
with antibiotic
resistance
Make links between
the arrangement of
the periodic table and
atomic structure

Identify
the parts
in an atom

Explain the
process of drug
development

Start
GCSE
combined
science
Describe causes and
effects of both noncommunicable and
communicable diseases
Explain how the
human immune
system works

